INTRODUCTION
This statement is intended to inform cheerleaders/mascots (parents, relatives, other interested parties and prospective participants) on various policies (e.g. travel, appearances, alcoholic/tobacco, drug/drug testing, and safety) of the Southern Miss Spirit Program. In all policy and program matters, members of the cheer squad shall first be good, law-abiding citizens of the nation, state, and city, and secondly, shall be exemplary representatives of the University of Southern Mississippi.

PHILOSOPHY
The Southern Miss Spirit Program is a student activity. As a student activity, its first and foremost responsibility to the student is to support and not to compromise the student’s academic career. Secondly, the program should aid in developing the student participant into a responsible, mature and independent adult. Specifically, the program is a means of improving the student’s mental and physical well being. Cheerleading/Mascoting is an activity where the student will be provided leadership training; will develop the ability to make decisions; will enhance the ability to respond to life’s situations (e.g. conflict/frustration, anger and hate, win/loss, reacts without too much emotion); will contribute to social development (e.g. awareness of one’s self, development of self-confidence, development of interpersonal relationships); and generally will maximize the opportunity for student growth, change and maturity

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of the Southern Miss Spirit Program is to support the athletic teams at the University of Southern Mississippi by generating crowd enthusiasm. The Southern Miss Cheerleaders/Mascot also represents the university at a variety of alumni, civic, and charitable events. The University of Southern Mississippi Cheerleaders/Mascot are representatives of the University and should display a positive and courteous manner at all times. The Spirit Program is under and governed by the athletic department and is managed by the Head Coach and athletic department designee.

SQUAD DESCRIPTION
The Southern Miss Cheer Program currently consists of two squads. This can change on a yearly basis depending on numerous factors. Members of each squad are eligible to compete, depending on academic standing, athletic ability, and proven performance (if the opportunity to compete presents itself for the squad). Alternates may be chosen by the Head Coach, with approval from athletic department designee, and will not receive scholarship. In addition, there will be 3-4 members who act as the mascot character.

ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible for the Southern Miss Spirit Program, the following eligibility requirements must be met. The applicant must:

- Be presently enrolled as a full-time student (minimum of 12 credit hours) at the University of Southern Mississippi (copy of student ID is required); Graduate students given special consideration.
- Be a transfer student with acceptance documentation from the University Admissions Office
• Be an incoming freshman with acceptance documentation from the University Admissions Office
• Have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 at the time of tryouts and maintained throughout the academic year
• Agree, by contract, to attend the University of Southern Mississippi for the fall and spring semester of the following year and remain enrolled as a full-time student (minimum, 12 hours)
• Cheerleaders/Mascots are limited to five years on the squad

The Head Coach will check the cumulative GPA and class hours of applicants before tryouts to ensure eligibility. Students transferring from another university must be accepted for enrollment at the University of Southern Mississippi prior to tryouts.

After joining the Southern Miss Spirit Squad, to remain eligible a cheerleader/mascot must be a full-time student and maintain at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA. The Head Coach will periodically check full-time enrollment status and GPA. The student must make progress toward a degree, as determined by the appropriate Dean’s Office. Should the semester GPA cheerleader/mascot fall below the required 2.0, they will be placed on probation meaning limited participation, will not receive travel privileges or granted excused absences for events, and will be required to go to study hall (as deemed by the Student Academic Enhancement Program) to keep their scholarship. Involvement for the following semester will depend upon the level of cooperation and improvement and is at the discretion of the coach and/or athletic department designee. Failure to produce satisfactory academic progress may result in suspension or dismissal from the squad at any time. All freshmen, or members with less than satisfactory academic standing, will be required to attend mandatory study hall hours amounting to at least two (2) hours per week. Adjustments to required hours may be made at any time based on the academic performance of members involved and at the advisement of the SAEP.

A cheerleader/mascot found to be academically ineligible is notified in writing that they have been dropped from the squad, at which time, ALL UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT MUST BE RETURNED. A cheerleader/mascot found academically ineligible and removed from the cheer squad may enter the next tryout provided their GPA has been raised to meet the established requirements. A cheerleader/mascot found to be ineligible will also forfeit their scholarship.

SELECTON PROCEDURE

There is no tenure in the Southern Miss Spirit Program; yearly tryouts are required. Cheerleaders/Mascots are selected by a panel of experienced judges and the Southern Miss Head Cheerleading Coach. The judges are selected by the Head Coach with approval from the athletic department designee.

Applicants are judged on the following criteria:
• Personal Interview(s)
• (Partner) Stunts
• Tumbling (standing & running)
• Fight Song
• Presentation/Showmanship (i.e. cheers, chants, etc.)
• Overall Performance & Appearance
• Cumulative GPA and academic standing
• Overall attitude and work ethic
The Head Coach and/or athletic department designee will be present during tryouts and score tabulations AND will have final decision on applicants’ acceptance. The Southern Miss Cheer Coach and/or athletic department designee may also exempt members of the squad from tryouts based upon injury, academic conflicts, and other unavoidable circumstances.

Individuals cannot tryout for the spirit squad after he or she has left, or has been dismissed from, the squad on a previous occasion. After leaving the squad for any reason, except for academic eligibility issues or military responsibilities, individuals are not eligible to tryout again without special permission from the Head Coach and/or athletic department designee and squad members.

Visitors and applicants may be present for the tryout informational meeting. However, the instructional clinic and selection process will be CLOSED to the general public.

SCHOLARSHIPS

The University of Southern Mississippi Spirit Program will provide scholarships for cheerleaders/mascots. These scholarships funds are awarded at the end of each semester to those members who have fulfilled their responsibilities as members of the squad and maintained their eligibility. Scholarships are merit based and special consideration is given to veteran members of the squad. A member’s scholarship can be decreased at the discretion of the Head Coach and/or athletic department designee if rule infractions occur. If you cannot participate first or second semester due to class scheduling, you must forfeit your scholarship.

TIME COMMITMENT

A cheerleader/mascot must be organized in order to fulfill student obligations and Spirit Squad responsibilities. Commitment to the Spirit Squad includes participation at required practices fund-raising and charitable functions, required workouts, and study hall as required by the director of the Student Academic Enhancement Program.

Practice days and times will be determined by the coach and squad members in advance of the fall/winter semester according to each member’s class schedule. These practices will remain consistent during the semester. Any deviation must be approved by Head Athletic Trainer and athletic department designee. Summer camp may be required with approval from the athletic department designee.

Being a Spirit Squad member takes a priority over ALL other non-academic activities at all times. Spirit squad members will be given an athletic events calendar for each semester. Each member must schedule work, dates, sorority/fraternity functions, and other events around the athletic calendar. Members who have other serious commitments (other than academics) of their time, such as a child, a spouse, a 20 hour or more work week, etc., are strongly encouraged to discuss their commitment with the cheerleading coach and/or designee before trying out for the squad. Similarly, persons in academic programs, which have significant time-consuming demands, are encouraged to do the same.

Cheerleaders/Mascots will be expected to participate at games and make appearance during university holidays. This includes, but is not limited to Thanksgiving, Christmas break, and Spring Break. Members may also be required to participate in appearances and practices during the summer months, in addition to the academic school year. Members should plan accordingly and may incur personal expenses to cover such events.
GENERAL RULES/ REGULATIONS/ EXPECTATIONS

Cheerleaders/ Mascots must sign an agreement signifying their willingness to abide by all rules and requirements set forth in the Cheer Squad Policy and Procedures. After academic commitments, the Spirit Squad should be the primary commitment for squad members.

All squad members MUST demonstrate good sportsmanship, good moral and ethical behavior, enthusiasm and respectful attitudes, and are asked to cooperate with coach(s), university/athletics administrators, and other squad members at all practice sessions, games/events, and community functions. Cheerleaders/ Mascots serve as public relations ambassadors to the University of Southern Mississippi and must remember that at all times. Use of profanity at a game or practice, taunting of players/officials, theft, fighting, possession of weapons, and general misconduct will not be tolerated and will result in disciplinary actions, including removal from the squad if actions warrant (at the discretion of Head Coach and/or athletic department designee).

Cheerleaders/Mascots MUST attend all home football games. Due to limited number of spirit personnel allowed at some venues, partial squads will be require to attend away football games (including bowl games), home men’s & women’s basketball games (including conference and pre/post-season tournaments), and home volleyball matches. Members who are unable to participate in mandatory events will forfeit 10% of their semester scholarship, with no more than 30% to be withheld. Additional infractions will be evaluated by the Head Coach and/or athletic department designee.

Squad members MUST maintain proper physical condition and fitness in order to perform. Failure to do so may result in suspension from the squad. Arrangements will be made by Head Coach and/or athletic department designee for a place/time to condition.

All squad members should be aware of personal expenses they may incur because of their position on the squad, such as practice attire, jackets and/or warm-ups, shoes, travel/living expenses over holidays and summer, and physical and Personal Health Insurance (which are both MANDATORY). If summer camp is deemed necessary by Head Coach, cheerleaders will be required to pay the coast (approx. $300) as well.

While in uniform, cheerleaders MUST refrain from:

- Using foul language
- Using drugs, tobacco, or alcohol
- Chewing gum
- Using obscene gestures
- Any other actions viewed as inappropriate by Head Coach and/or athletic department designee

Participant’s tryout for a yearlong commitment to the Spirit Program; if unable to make commitment, squad members will forfeit their scholarships and will not be allowed to tryout again. Special consideration will be given for family emergencies or military duty. Each squad member must be willing to participate in fundraising activities (i.e. poster sales, game program ads, etc.) throughout the year.

“IN UNIFORM” means groomed short nails (clear polish only), cleanly shaven and absolutely NO jewelry/piercing, tattoos or metal framed glasses. Women are to wear their hair pulled back, away from the face and off the shoulder area and men are to have their hair neatly groomed; no baseball caps allowed. This applies to practices, appearances and games. For women, performance make-up
is required at ALL appearances/performances. “IN UNIFORM” also means “FULL UNIFORM”. The Head Coach also reserves the right to require a cheerleader to keep his/her natural hair color. Uniforms are to be worn in their entirety; wearing pieces of the uniform separately is PROHIBITED. Infractions of this policy will result in disciplinary actions of Head Coach and/or athletic department designee.

TRAVEL

TRAVEL TO AWAY GAMES/ EVENTS IS A PRIVILEGE FOR THE SPIRT PROGRAM

Travel to away games/events will be in accordance with budget restrictions and in accordance with conference and University of Southern Mississippi rules and regulations

The squad will travel, with coach and/or athletic department designee, as a group to and from all games/events unless otherwise approved by Head Coach and athletic department designee.

The travel roster will be determined by the Southern Miss Cheer Coach and/or athletic department designee, and will be chosen on the basis of classification, veteran status, attendance at practice and functions, grades, skill level, attitude previous disciplinary actions.

An itinerary will be prepared and given to each cheerleader traveling. The itinerary will include times of departure, arrival, etc., important numbers (i.e. hotel), appropriate articles of clothing, etc. SQUAD MEMBERS WILL ADHERE TO THE ITINERARY.

Squad members will abide by curfews when travel is required. Times will be set in accordance with what athletic team’s curfew is or at the decision of Head Coach and/or athletic department designee.

When travel is required, the members will dress appropriately and in accordance to what trip mandates (football-shirt/tie, dress; bus trips-team warm-up suits) unless otherwise notified.

The primary emphasis of this policy focuses on the behavior of cheerleaders/mascot when they travel as representatives of the University. At all times, cheerleaders'/mascots’ will behavior shall be exemplary. Behavior which is loud, boisterous, rude, unrestrained, rough, rowdy, offensively harsh or discordant, unruly, shameful, to the university or athletic department, etc., shall subject a cheerleader/mascot to disciplinary measures.

APPERANCES/ FUNCTIONS / EVENTS

All appearances by the cheerleaders and/or mascot shall be approved in advance by the cheerleader advisor. Cheerleaders/mascots that appear or attend events without prior approval will be subject to disciplinary actions. Appearances shall be at places and events, which are considered in good taste. The cheerleaders shall appear only at events/activities, which will reflect positively on them as individuals, and as representatives of the University of Southern Mississippi and its Athletic Department.

With due consideration to the size of the event, priority for appearances shall be in the following order: Southern Miss Athletics events/activities, Southern Miss Alumni Association and other University events and activities, charitable events/activities, and public relations events/activities. Cheerleaders/Mascots shall not make appearances at political events/activities. In committing to an appearance for the cheerleaders/mascots, the advisor and/or coach shall give first considerations to be weighed include number of activities in that week, the function or contribution of the cheerleaders/mascot at the event/activity, the nature of the event/activity, cost and/or travel expenses and distance to the event/activity, and other valid considerations.
UNIFORMS
Uniforms and equipment are the property of the Athletic Department. Cheerleaders/Mascots must maintain their uniforms and equipment in proper condition. Uniforms shall not be altered in any way without the permission of the Head Coach. Each squad member is responsible for alteration expenses (including buttons, zippers, etc) as needed.

Uniforms may only be worn for performances and approved special events. Squad members are not to wear ANY part of the uniform as street clothes to places deemed inappropriate (including sweatshirts, warm-up suits, shoes, etc.). Members found ineligible, or otherwise removed from the squad, must return all uniforms and equipment at the time they are notified in writing. Failure to return any uniform or equipment will result in that uniform/equipment being charged to the university account of the member who checked it out.

Damage to or loss of uniforms and equipment is the responsibility of the squad member who checked them out. The damaged or lost uniform/equipment must be replaced by the squad member at his/her expense. Failure to return any uniform or equipment will result in that uniform/equipment being charged to the university account of the member who checked it out.

INJURIES/ ILLNESS
Any injury or illness shall be reported to the coach immediately. Any injury suffered during practices, games, or other official functions will be treated by the Southern Miss Athletics training staff and/or doctors.

If any injury or illness incapacitates a squad member he/she shall not be permitted to practice or cheer for a period of time as determined by the Southern Miss Athletics training staff or doctors. Return to participation at games or practices will be determined by the Southern Miss Athletics training staff and/or doctors.

If a Southern Miss doctor recommends that a squad member no longer cheer, due to injury or a health problem, the squad member shall be removed from the competitive squad, but retain their scholarship for that semester so long as they continue to participate at other functions/events and attend practices/meetings. If chronic illness or injury causes a squad member to miss practice or games repeatedly, the squad member may be removed from the squad by the coach.

WEIGHT & NUTRITION
The University of Southern Mississippi Spirit Program is committed to promoting and fostering healthy lifestyles and eating habits for its squad members. Conduct which opposes this philosophy and/or conduct which poses unacceptable risk and disregard for the health, safety and welfare of participants is violating this policy and will result in appropriate counseling and/or disciplinary actions up to, and including termination from the squad.

A fitness/weight lifting program will be designed by strength coach (or equivalent) and the cheerleaders/mascots will be required to lift weights and condition on a regular basis (to be determined by the Head Coach). Body weight will be monitored and a body fat composition test will be administered. The female cheerleader’s body fat percentage should be 14-22%; the average male cheerleader/mascot’s body fat should be 8-15%. If a cheerleader/mascot’s body fat is above the recommendations, additional conditioning may be required. If a member is not in good physical shape, the coach can suspend them until which time they meet the requirements.
SAFETY

The increased athletic activity in cheerleading/mascoting (i.e. tumbling, partner stunts, etc.), in addition too, crowd motivation activities, crowd-control activities, and the use of megaphones, pom-poms, and signs to encourage the crowd to cheer with them, has resulted in an increased concern for safety. Cheerleading/mascoting involves a certain amount of danger of personal injury. Cheerleaders/Mascots are placed in notice that cheerleading accidents may result in catastrophic injury, paralysis, or even death. In becoming a participant in this program a cheerleader/mascot voluntarily assumes the risk involved by participating in cheerleading practices, games, and other activities. Spotting is a very important aspect of cheerleading. If the coach feels a squad member is not spotting safely, the cheerleader will be subject to disciplinary actions up to, and including, termination from the squad.

The University of Southern Mississippi cheerleading program has adopted the American Association of Cheerleading Coaches and Advisors (AACCA) Cheerleading Safety Guidelines. If possible, all coaches will be AACCA and First Aid/CPR certified. Furthermore, all members of the athletic team should become thoroughly familiar with and shall carefully abide by the AACCA Cheerleading Safety Guidelines. Members should also be aware that failure to abide by AACCA Cheerleading Safety Guidelines or university guidelines may result in immediate action, including dismissal form the squad.

All scheduled practices will be under the direct supervision of the coaching staff. There will be no scheduled practices without the presence of a coach and/or member of the athletic training staff. The overall cheerleading members’ actions are under the supervision of the coaching staff.

INSURANCE

Members must provide proof of medical insurance, which covers spirit squad activities. The student must have and maintain health insurance either through their parents or on an individual basis. Arrangements can be made through the training room to purchase personal insurance if need be. A copy of the insurance policy must be on file with the athletic department.

Initial medical expenses are the responsibility of the individual member’s primary insurance. Secondary insurance, if needed, is provided through the University for injuries that occur during participation. Trainers are available to provide assistance for most minor injuries.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The University of Southern Mississippi Spirit program includes cheer squads, one dance squad and Seymour the mascot. Supervision and support for the squad is the responsibility of the University of Southern Mississippi Department, of Athletics.

Any and all questions, concerns or problems will follow the hierarchy of authority (chain of command) listed below. Any breach of the chain of command will result in immediate dismissal. This rule also applies to any member of the squad approaching any member of the athletic department. Channel availability is not an excuse for breaching the chain of command.

- Southern Miss Head Cheerleading Coach
- Southern Miss Director of Athletic Marketing
- Southern Miss Associate Athletic Director/ External Affairs
- Southern Miss Director of Athletics
- University of Southern Miss Administration
**ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES/ TOBACCO**

Cheerleaders/Mascots are reminded that, as highly visible members of the University community, their actions and behavior are under constant observation. Absolutely, while in uniform, but even while out of uniform, Southern Miss cheerleaders/mascots are known, subject to scrutiny, and can easily be the object of criticism for their behavior or actions, in particular, for indulging or for over-indulging in alcoholic beverages.

University of Southern Mississippi cheerleaders/mascots are encouraged NOT to consume alcoholic beverages or use tobacco. Tobacco includes smokeless tobacco, cigars, pipes, as well as cigarettes. In addition, cheerleaders are not to posses or consume alcoholic beverages in a University car, van or bus; shall not consume alcoholic beverages before or during a game; shall not offer to procure for or attempt to coerce cheerleaders/mascots who are under 21 or who do not want to drink alcoholic beverages into doing the same.

Cheerleaders/Mascots are athletes at Southern Miss and alcohol and tobacco interferes with athletic training. As highly visible members of the community, both in and out of uniform, cheerleaders’ actions and behavior are under constant observation and scrutiny. Cheerleaders/Mascots that violate these rules shall be subject to serious disciplinary measures up to, and including, dismissal from the squad. A DUI or arrest issued to a Southern Miss cheerleader at any time or place will result in termination from the squad. Since cheerleaders/mascots are on scholarship, these rules apply year-round.

In addition, University officials shall not purchase or furnish alcoholic beverages for cheerleaders/mascots at any University event/function.

**DRUGS/ DRUG TESTING**

Conduct which involves the unlawful possession, use, dispensation or manufacture of controlled substance by a cheerleader/mascot while traveling for the University or at any official squad function shall result in appropriate discipline, up to and including, dismissal from the spirit squad. Any sanction for such a violation outside of the squad function shall be with consideration to the potential embarrassment or bad reflection on the Southern Miss Spirit Program and/or the University of Southern Mississippi. The legal use of prescribed medicines under the direction of a licensed physician is permitted and should be on record with the athletic training staff. As all Southern Miss athletes, members of the squad are subject to random/selective drug testing. All squad members should refer to the “Banned Substance and Screening Policy” outlined in the attachment. A positive drug test will result in serious disciplinary actions, up to, and including, dismissal from the squad. These actions are at the discretion of Head Coach, athletic department designee, Director of Athletics and/or University administration.

**HAZING**

Hazing by any number of the Southern Miss Spirit Program will not be tolerated. The Southern Miss Spirit Program abides by the University of Southern Mississippi’s hazing policy as outlined in the Southern Miss Student Handbook. Cheerleaders/Mascots should refer to the student handbook for a detailed description of policies regarding hazing.

“Hazing” is an activity, which recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental health or physical health or safety of a student for the purpose of initiation or admission into an organization. Cheerleaders/Mascots that violate these policies shall be subject to serious disciplinary measures up to, and including, dismissal from the squad.
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES

Certain procedures have been/will be established by the Head Cheer Coach to maintain discipline. Promptness and regular attendance are an imperative part of this discipline. The Cheer Squad Coach and/or athletic department designee have sole authority to excise absences or tardiness. All absences MUST be cleared in advance of practice or event by the coach (2 week notification is preferred). Acceptable excuses are academic classes, death in the family, or illness of the cheerleader. Illness will require a doctor’s statement or notice from athletic training staff.

Excessive absences or tardiness from practice and/or events will be handled in the following manner: TO BE ESTABLISHED BY HEAD COACH AND ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT DESIGNEE.

Should any member leave the squad without approval from the Head Coach and/or athletic department designee due to disciplinary reasons, the individual will not be allowed to tryout again at any point in the future. Special consideration will be given for family emergencies or military duty.

SUSPENSION & DISMISSAL PROCEDURE

Violations of the Cheer/ Mascot Squad Policies and Procedures and rules established by the Head Cheer Coach may result in a written warning or dismissal, as determined by the coach and/or athletic department designee.

Other criteria for suspension or dismissal are:
- Academic ineligibility
- A lack of cooperation and/or poor attitude
- Missing scheduled appearances (i.e. games, pep rallies, alumni functions)
- Misconduct potentially embarrassing or reflecting poorly on the Southern Miss Cheer Program and/or University of Southern Mississippi
- Non-compliance with chain of command
- Proven involvement with illegal drugs or any other unlawful activity.

*******************************************************************************
ALL SOUTHERN MISS CHEERLEADERS/MASCOTS WILL BE HELD TO THE SAME STANDARDS AS THE STUDENT-ATHLETES AND WILL ADHERE TO ALL OF THE POLICIES LISTED OR DISTRIBUTED TO THEM. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND OR FEEL COMFORTABLE WITH ANY OR ALL OF THE READ REQUIREMENTS, PLEASE THINK TWICE BEFORE PARTICIPATING IN CLINCS AND TRYOUTS. THESE REQUIREMENTS WILL BE EXPECTED AND ENDFORCED. THANK YOU
*******************************************************************************
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

I, _________________________________, have read the guidelines carefully, and understand the requirements necessary for me to be a Southern Miss Cheerleader/Mascot. If I am selected I will abide by these rules and regulations at all times. I will promise to uphold the high standard of my school and at all times conduct myself in a way that will be a credit to myself and the University of Southern Mississippi.

Furthermore, I understand the inherent risk involved with cheerleading and will participate only in those activities that are in accordance with American Association of Cheerleading Coaches and Advisors (AACCA) guidelines. The University has enlisted the support of a certified athletic trainer, and emergency services will be on call. I thereby release the University and any University personnel of any and all responsibility for any injuries that may be incurred during participatory activities.

I also give all personnel associated with the Southern Miss Spirit Program permission to view my academic record and information necessary to determine my eligibility to participate in the cheerleading program. The University personnel may release this information and/or my name to/for public relations purposes.

______________________________                    _____________________________
Participant’s Signature                                                       Witness

______________________________                     ______________________________
Date                                                                        Date
CHEERLEADER / MASCOT INFORMATION SHEET

NAME: __________________________________________________   SS#____________________

LOCAL ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

CAMPUS PHONE: _____________________________ CELL PHONE: ______________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

PARENTS/GUARDIAN NAME: ______________________________________________________

HOME ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________

CITY: ___________________________________________ STATE _________ ZIP ____________

HOME PHONE NUMBER: __________________________________________________________

HIGH SCHOOL: ________________________________ COACH’S NAME___________________

(Circle all that apply)

SIZES:             MALE                FEMALE                          SHOE SIZE: ___________________

SHIRT:      S          M      L          XL       XXL                     JACKET:   S     M     L     XL     XXL

SHORTS:  S           M      L          XL       XXL                    SWEATS:  S     M      L    XL     XXL

OTHER: ______________________________________________________________________

HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY: __________________________________________________

INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER: ____________________________________________________

LIST OF ALL PHYSICAL DISABILITIES OR LIMITATIONS: _____________________________

ARE YOU ALLEGIC TO ANY TYPE OF MEDICATIONS: _______________________________?

IF SO, PLEASE LIST: ______________________________________________________________

Emergency Contact Information:  NAME  RELATIONSHIP: _________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________ PHONE: _____________

* On the back of this form please list ALL summer plans, commitments, and obligations*